SPATIAL LOCALISATION OF P53 ENCODES INFORMATION ABOUT CELL FATE
Whilst the p53 protein is present at very low level in normal cells mainly due to Mdm2-dependent degradation of p53 (p53 is very short-lived with the half-life 20 − 30 min [1] ), it is extremely sensitive to even low levels of DNA damage thus either allowing for DNA repair or eliminating cells from becoming malignant [2] , which are the properties attributing to tumour suppressing function of p53. Indeed, p53 can respond to several stresses such as DNA damage caused by γ-irradiation or drugs used in chemotherapy, oncogenes, heat and cold, which disrupt cellular integrity. p53 then may initiate processes leading either to a transient cell cycle arrest and DNA repair or to an irreversible cell fate including apoptosis, senescence or autophagy [3, 4] , see Fig. 1(a) .
The p53 protein, as a transcription factor, is largely nuclear when it is activated. In the nucleus, wild-type p53 promotes activation of several pro-survival, pro-apoptotic and other genes, likely with no preference for a particular group of genes [5] . In order for p53 to accumulate in the nucleus and become active, degradation-promoting effects of Mdm2, as the principal regulator of p53, must be suppressed [6] . Mdm2's activity against p53 consists either in single ubiquitination of p53 followed by the nuclear export of p53 to the cytoplasm or Mdm2 promotes multiple ubiquitination with the subsequent export and degradation of p53 by the proteasome-degradation machinery in the cytoplasm [3, 6] . Persistent DNA damage may trigger another wave of nuclear accumulation of p53. Indeed, experiments in individual living breast cancer cells provided evidence for sustainedly oscillating p53 with pulses of fixed amplitudes and periods, which were visible even several days post-irradiation, [7, 8, 9] .
Functional intracellular information may be encoded in the structural components of a cell (e.g., DNA or enzyme structures), however, information in cells can be also transmitted through the spatio-temporal dynamics of signalling proteins [13] . For instance,
• the aforementioned p53 oscillations triggered by γ-irradiation or drugs, maintained through the repeating nuclear accumulation and removal of p53, are likely associated with transient cell cycle arrest and DNA repair, [9] ; • damaged cells by γ-irradiation treated with nutlin, a small molecule inhibiting p53-Mdm2 interactions, showed sustained signalling of p53 of high level and were dominantly associated with senescence in [14] as well as in [15] where the cells were not treated with nutlin, however, they showed a delayed wave of p53 of high level several days post-irradiation, as the consequence of persistent genomic injury, associated with p21-dependent activation of senescence (p21 gene is another transcriptional target for p53); • cells expressing p53 of high amplitude triggered apoptosis when exposed to UV radiation, [14] .
(a) wt p53, "the guardian of the genome", is able to respond to a variety of stress stimuli and initiate cell cycle arrest, DNA damage repair, apoptosis or senescence; (b) cell scheme used in the spatio-temporal models for the p53 signalling in [10, 11, 12] . The cell consists of the nucleus Ω 1 , cytoplasm Ω 2 , nuclear membrane Γ 1 and cell membrane Γ 2 ; n 1 and n 2 are the unit normal vectors oriented outward from Ω 1 and Ω 2 . Organelles such as mitochondria and nucleoli can be easily involved in the model; (c) scheme of the "minimal" network which is sufficient and necessary for oscillations of p53 in DNA damage response.
In addition, a certain fraction of p53 plays a part outside the nucleus [6] , notably as a transcription-independent factor involved in the induction of apoptosis through its association with mitochondria [4, 16] . The cytoplasmic clearance of p53 may consequently lead to autophagy [16] .
The spatio-temporal dynamical patterns of p53 become thus more intriguing because of the increased evidence that a chosen cell fate may be encoded in these patterns [13] .
SPATIAL MODEL FOR P53
In [10, 11, 12] we have developed spatio-temporal models for activation and regulation of p53 which rely on reactiondiffusion equations simulating evolution of p53 and other proteins in 2D and 3D cells composed of the nucleus and the cytoplasm as on Fig. 1(b) . In particular, these proteins are ATM as a sensor and transmitter of information about DNA damage and Mdm2 and Wip1 as negative regulators of p53 and ATM. Both Mdm2 and Wip1 are transcriptionally dependent on p53. These four proteins create a sufficient and necessary network for the oscillatory response of p53 to DNA double strand breaks (DSB) caused by γ-irradiation or drugs in vivo [9] .
In brief, ATM in inactive state forms dimers that promptly dissociate into active monomers following occurrence of DSB. Such monomers then phosphorylate p53 on a residue, which is located very close to the Mdm2 binding domain, impeding Mdm2 to bind p53. Halted p53 ubiquitination results in p53 stabilisation in the nucleus where it acts transcriptionally towards many target genes, with the Mdm2 and Wip1 genes among them. The Wip1 protein dephosphorylates p53 and makes it a target for Mdm2 for degradation. Wip1 also dephosphorylates ATM molecules which create inactive dimers again, see Fig. 1(c) , [10, 17] and references therein.
In the spatial setting as on Fig. 1(b) , we can define a reaction diffusion system for an arbitrary protein network by where Avoiding any cross-diffusion, D is a diagonal N-by-N matrix with the diffusivities on the diagonal; P is a diagonal N-by-N with the permeabilities for the transport of the species through the nuclear membrane Γ 1 on the diagonal; div is the divergence operator. A 2D or 3D cell consists of the two subdomains Ω 1 and Ω 2 representing the nucleus and the cytoplasm, respectively, Γ 1 is the nuclear membrane and Γ 2 is the outer cellular membrane, Fig. 1(b) . In our simplified framework, the cell can be as big as 10 − 100 µm, it is able to proliferate and can have heterogeneous shape. However, we exclude cells of complicated structures and morphologies such as neurons or muscle cells. The nucleocytoplasmic transmission of species considered in (1) is driven by the difference of concentrations of the species in both compartments, that is by the so-called KedemKatchalsky boundary conditions. Zero-flux boundary conditions on the cellular membrane Γ 2 and suitable initial conditions are considered.
As it is demonstrated in [10, 11] and on Fig. 2 , the model (1) applied to the p53 protein network with the chosen physiological parameters can reproduce observed oscillatory pattern of p53. Fig. 2(a) shows oscillations of the total nuclear concentrations of p53 (p53 and p53-P), Mdm2 and ATM-P ("-P" stands for phosphorylated) with the period 6.3 hours in the cell shown on Fig. 2(c)-(h) , where the 2D solution of p53 and p53-P is plotted at six different times. Fig. 2(b) shows a phase portrait of the nuclear concentrations of p53 and Mdm2. More details about the models can be found in [10] .
In the above spatio-temporal model, the oscillations were achieved not only by pure reactions between the species but also by the spatial localisation of cellular events either in the nucleus (e.g., gene transcription, ATM and p53 activation) or in the cytoplasm (e.g., mRNA translation) as well as by the migration of species in the compartments and between them [10, 11] .
Other factors involved in different positive feedback loops regulating p53 may be important in different phases of the p53 signalling and may depend on spatial structure and other highly specific conditions [4] . As an example we can mention a p53-PTEN-PIP3-Akt feedback loop. In this loop Akt is phopshorylated at the cellular membrane by PIP3 and released back to the cytoplasm where it phosphorylates Mdm2. This is, according to some studies, essential modification of Mdm2 necessary for its translocation to the nucleus (although there are some discrepancies in the observations in other studies), [18] and citations therein. PTEN, as a substrate of p53, can inhibit the action of PIP3 towards Akt and thus it may enable p53 to reach high nuclear concentration. Another example is Mdm2 which primarily acts as a negative regulator of p53 establishing homeostasis in the DNA damage response (DDR). However, recently published studies [19, 20] show that following ATM-dependent phosphorylation of Mdm2, the phosphorylated Mdm2 may not target p53 for degradation but rather it enhances p53 synthesis. This is achieved by binding of Mdm2 to the nascent p53 mRNA which, passing likely through the nucleolus, changes Mdm2 to a positive regulator of p53.
In addition, the first p53-transcription independent wave of cells committing apoptosis in response to γ-irradiation is observed 30 minutes after DNA damage by rapid accumulation of p53 in the mitochondria [4] . The second delayed wave of apoptotic cells is determined by the concentrations of both pro-arrest and pro-apoptotic proteins [4, 5] . The p53 protein can activate both sorts of genes and the duration of expression of these genes and the concentration of their protein products are determined only by the concentration and duration of expression of p53 itself [5] . A cell with the damaged DNA evaluates the presence of both pro-arrest and pro-apoptotic proteins produced in a p53-dependent manner at any time during DDR. Apoptosis is initiated whenever the so-called "apoptotic ratio" reaches a certain threshold [5] .
Spatial compartmental retention or clearance of p53 and localisation of other factors as well as more delicate spatial issues involved in precise timing of p53-dependent gene expression, post-translational modifications, promoter selectivity and dynamics determined by p53 mutational status, should not be excluded from further modelling of the cell fate decision and, for instance, intracellular actions of drugs used in chemotherapies.
